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What might be possible if you chose to believe in yourself—even when you were afraid?

In this powerful talk, Lisa shares how you can build the confidence to go after what you
want in life. 

Using her simple framework for building unshakable self-belief, she inspires audiences to
tackle their fears head-on and go after their big, audacious goals.

Overview

Leaders who act with remarkable
courage, no MATTER the
circumstances.

Do It Scared

How they can choose to be the person they want to be, every day

How to boost their confidence, feel better about themselves at
work, and stop doubting their abilities

How to go after what they want, even when they’re terrified

Audiences will learn how to:
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What Happens When We
Stop Waiting for Permission

What if you stopped lowering your standards? What if you stood firm on your boundaries?
And what if you didn’t wait for people to like you or for permission? 

Your life would change for the better; you'd start believing in yourself—and that would be
some Queen Stuff.

In this interactive and empowering talk, Lisa shares what it takes to set clear boundaries,
raise your standards, and trust yourself. 

Her six-part system will help you step into your Queen status, so you can turn the dream life
you’ve always wanted into a reality.

Queen Vibes
Only

How to stop lowering their standards and start believing in
themselves

How to trust their own instincts, instead of waiting for permission

Practical strategies to live their best life

*Queens are not gender-identity specific. All are welcome.

Overview

Audiences will learn how to:
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Overview

Women Rewriting The Rules

How are women entrepreneurs changing the game by rewriting the rules of business and
redefining success? 

In this inspiring talk, Lisa shares how financial independence can transform lives and
empower women to drive positive change in their communities and beyond. 

Discover how women’s entrepreneurship, wealth, and leadership are shaping a better world
for everyone.

Her Wealth,
Her Power

How women are leveraging entrepreneurship to transform their
lives

How financial independence can empower women to create
positive change 

Practical ideas for women to start and grow their own businesses

Audiences will learn how to:


